
Q&A with Ryan Dunlavey, Illustrator of Dirt Candy A Cookbook: Flavor Forward Food From the 
Upstart New York City Vegetarian Restaurant

1) Q: Who approached whom with the project?

 A: Grady and Amanda approached me before they had a publisher. I'd met Grady once before, and they had  
tried working with another artist but it didn't work out for some reason. They were actually just asking me to 
suggest a cartoonist to work on with (I guess they thought I was too busy) I suggested myself. We made a 10 
page sample comic (which was like a very early draft of chapter one, though I ended up redrawing it all for the 
final book) which we used to shop around to publishers.

2) Q: What did the collaboration between you and the other authors look like?

 A: 3 dorks in a rented office talking about vegetables all day long for a couple of weeks, then tons of tons of 
emails even though we all live and work in New York City. It was all Amanda's stories and recipes but the three 
of us worked together to put together a narrative, pair them up with the recipes and figure out ways to represent 
the various cooking steps visually. Just a lot of back and forth and suggestions - they wrote all the text, I drew 
all the pictures and we all offered each other feedback.

3) Q: Did you have an additional editor outside the three of you?

 A: We worked closely with our editor Rica Allanic and graphic designer Ashley Tucker at Clarkson/Potter on 
every aspect of the book. The original vision Grady, Amanda and I had was to do the entire book in graphic 
novel style, recipes and all, folded into the stories themselves rather than broken off into separate sections - 
and we really tried to make it work (I did layout sketches of the ENTIRE book twice, which all had to be 
scrapped) but it just wasn't feasible given the logistics of cookbook publishing with recipe testing, copy editing, 
style standards, etc. If we had done it that way, we'd still be working on it. Rica helped guide us into the books 
final form with the comics as narrative section and the text/comics/illustration hybrid for the recipes, then Ashley 
made it all fit together seamlessly - they both put in a ton of extra hours and did a great job.

Of course earlier this year Lucy Knisley's Relish (which is an AMAZING book that I highly recommend) proved 
you could do EXACTLY what we wanted to do merging narrative and recipes seamlessly into comics, so maybe 
we'll do that for our second book!

4) Q: How long did it take?

 A: I don't recall how long Amanda and Grady were working on it until I was brought on board but the 10 page 
comic pitch was done in July 2010, and the book was in stores August 2012. Most of the drawing was between 
August 2011-Feb 2012. November and December of 2011 I did nothing but draw this book. So my total 
involvement was about 2 years, though the first year was mostly waiting and planning, very little drawing. And of 
course Amanda has been developing these recipes for years and years before that.

5) Q: Was it fun/frustrating/exhilarating/etc?

 A: It was fun to draw, fun to research and especially fun to collaborate with Amanda and Grady. Grady is great 
to work with and was the glue that kept the two of us on track whenever we got stressed by revisions or 
deadlines or doubt while we were putting it together. Being told we couldn’t do certain things by our publisher 
was disappointing but it was fun coming up with solutions and work-arounds.

6) Q: How did you work out what the pictures would look like?

 A:It was pure torture eating free meals at Amanda's restaurant - I also spent some time in the prep kitchen to 
see how everything is put together first hand, and I made about half of the recipes myself at home - most of the 
salads, pastas and entrees. I spent one long day in August 2011 in the restaurant making a pest of myself - 
taking tons of pictures, asking all sorts of questions about the food prep. After all the research I just let my 
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instincts take over and drew the pictures how I thought they should look - I mostly do non-fiction comic books so 
it wasn't too intimidating.

7) Q: Also, if you happen to be in San Francisco and are free any time between 11am and 1pm this Sunday you 
are welcome to attend our meeting, we often have authors come to discuss their books with us, which is really 
fun.  We meet at the 18 Reasons event space, 3674 18th Street, in San Francisco's Mission district.  We 
always have lots of delicious food and drinks at our meetings and promise to feed you well.

 A: Sounds fun but I'm based in Brooklyn and scheduled to do a literary event at the Googamooga festival that 
day, but tell everyone I said hi, and thanks for making Dirt Candy part of your book club!
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